Why are Championship fabrics the leading choice of the
Commercial, Coin-Op, Home and OEM markets?
Championship offers premium performance billiard fabrics in a complete line of Worsted,
Woolen and Specialty Fabrics in over 29 decorative colors.
Championship Fabrics stand up to hard commercial use, yet satisfy the most discriminating
professional and amateur players.
Championship sets the pace for major innovations in billiard fabric. Our staff’s 342 years of total experience with the
game, the industry and its organizations makes the difference.
Highlights of Championship Value…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Selection of Worsted and Woolen Fabrics in Pre-Cut Beds and Rails
Two Pieces of Matching Silver Cup Chalk with Every Pre-Cut
No Hidden Defects
Backed and Unbacked Fabrics
Playing Surface Identified
No Seams in Backing
Soft Fold with Cut Beds and Rails

As a long time, leading supplier of Cushion Rubber to the Billiard Industry, Championship has had an ongoing
research and development program to produce the best quality and most consistent playing billiard cushions made
today. After consulting with professional players and leading polymer chemists, Championship has developed a line
of billiard cushions that set new industry standards.
To ensure that Championship’s strict testing criteria and tolerances are met, we developed our own American Made
tooling. Championship’s tooling, “state of the art” manufacturing facility and strict quality control measures assure
maximum integrity of formula and proper cure of each and every production run. The result is a line of Billiard
Cushions with exacting tolerances required in durometer, dimensional accuracy, rebound, specific gravity elongation
and overall performance.
Through formula, quality control and all of the other factors mentioned above, Championship has obviated the need
for a canvas control strip across the top of its billiard cushions. Feel free to contact Championship’s Sales
Representatives if you would like to discuss why canvas control strips aren’t used on our cushions and how more
often than not; canvas control strips cause inaccuracies in most of the cushion rubber out on the market today.
Both of Championship’s billiard cushions, Mercury and Pro-Am, came within BCA standards for accuracy 100% of the
time at all three speeds. None of our competitor’s billiard cushions that we tested came close to
demonstrating the accuracy Championship’s billiard cushions achieved. You can’t beat 100%
accuracy.
Perhaps equally impressive to its accuracy is the price of Championship’s billiard cushions.
Championship is able to provide the industry with the most accurate playing cushion rubber known at prices
competitive with lower quality imports.
Making high quality billiard products at affordable prices is what we do here at Championship. Our line of billiard
cushions is just another example of how we continue to “set the standards” in billiards.
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